
Welcome to GCSE Geography

Where will it take us today?







Topic 8: Resource Reliance

Supplies of food, energy and water are three of the most 
challenging issues the world faces. Significant numbers of 
people are resource poor, whilst others consume more 
than their fair share. This topic investigates emerging 
patterns, where demand is outstripping supply, before 
taking the issue of food security and considering the 
question ‘can we feed nine billion people?’ We will 
investigate what it means to be food secure, how 
countries try to achieve this and reflect upon the 
sustainability of strategies to increase food security.

1. Skim read the above for FOUR items of geo-lingo, 
then add them to your key-word lists
2. Resources can be natural or human – list as many as 
you can

5 
mins



Learning is successful when I …

Know:

• what resources are [2]

• how to classify resources [3]

Understand:

• the relationship between resource supply and 
demand [3-6]

• that our resources are inter-related [3-6]



• Supply
• Demand
• Biofuels
• Renewable
• Non renewable
• Energy
• Vaccination
• Megacity
• Finite
• Infinite
• Development
• Biodiversity
• Soil Erosion
• Nutrients
• Herbicides
• Pesticides
• Commercial
• Mechanisation
• Contamination
• Fracking

These words are will be useful when it 
comes to tackling this unit. Try to use 
them at every opportunity to maximise 
your grade.

MUST – Level 1: Build a table with 
definitions of all the key words you do 
NOT know. Glossary task.

SHOULD – Think of a quiz question 
based on 4 the terms as you can to 
check the understanding of other people 
in the group. Quizmaster task.

COULD – Can you group together any of 
the words into categories and be 
prepared to share your thoughts. 
Geogmeister task.

• Food security

• Infrastructure

• Famine

• Global hunger

• Malthus

• Boserup

• Geometric

• Arithmetic

• Bottom up

• Top down

• Imports

• Exports

• Agriculture

• Ethical 

• Production

• Consumption

• Fair trade

• Food miles

• Agribusiness

• Genetically 
modified



Summary
A resource is something that people n______ and v_______. 

N___________ m_____________ become resources when humans 
value them. The u____ and v_______ of resources varies from culture 
to culture and from time to time.

Natural resources are naturally occurring substances such as o___ [3], 
f_______ [7], w_____ [5] and a______ [7].

Human resources are the number of people in a population and their 
abilities and skills. 

Example: Some countries such as Japan have limited natural resources 
but have built up a wealthy economy through their high level of skills. 

Other countries which have large amounts of natural resources, have 
low levels of economic development eg Ghana

5 
mins



Oil Bauxite Technology Solar energy Rail networks

Forests Buildings Waves Crops People

Wind Uranium Gas Fish Water

Iron Tides Soil Coal Mathematician

Leadership Flint Copper Animals Police

Over To You #1 ….. classify the following resources as human or natural [ALL]

CHALLENGE: Devise your own classification system 
come 
get it!

10 
mins



resources

natural human

population Capital
Non renewable

(finite)
renewable
if managed

Eg soil, forests 

renewable

Non 
Recyclable

Eg fossil 
fuels

Recyclable
Eg metal

ores

Flow
Crops, 
water

Continuous
Eg wave, wind

4  mins







How are food, water and energy 
inter-related?? 

To produce food we need …….
To move and treat water we need ….
To produce energy (gas and oil) we need …

Know
the three key resources needed for our survival in the 21st century
Understand
How our resources are inter-related
Employability: seeing the bigger picture

come 
get it!

10 
mins

Did you know?
Producing one calorie of food 

requires about one litre of water. 
That means you “eat” more water 

than you drink.



Why is demand outstripping supply?

Over To You:
1. Jot down your thoughts (SOLO), [also consider where the demand 

comes from; who supplies resources? change over time?] 
2. Compare ideas with your shoulder partner … what do you agree 

on? disagree about? (DUO)
3. Be prepared to share your thinking during class discussion (ALL)

Know
Why our demand exceeds supply
Understand
The implications of this scenario

come 
get it!
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Food
Energy

Water



• Population growth – more people  more …….

• Economic development – more $% more 
people want and can afford ……..

• Finite and threatened supplies – like MORRISONS 
the supermarket tells us about its deals ….. ‘when 
it’s gone, it’s gone’

• Technology – has enabled us to ‘dig’ ….., move 
resources …….. and many factories are now 
automated so ….

• Selfishness and greed – people are wasteful

Why is demand outstripping supply? 5 
mins



Uneven demand for resources ….

“If each Indian were to start consuming the amount of 
commercial energy a Briton does, that would mean the 
world finding the equivalent of an extra 3,190 million 
tonnes of oil each year.” 

Mark Tully, 1991

Over To You:
Why do we consume so much?
Why do they consume less?
What other resource implications are there  that are not 
mentioned in the quote?
What might the environmental consequences of this increased 
demand be? Why?

come 
get it!

10
mins



Learning is successful now I …

Know:

• what resources are [2]

• how to classify resources [3]

Understand:

• the relationship between resource supply and 
demand [3-6]

• that our resources are inter-related [3-6]



Geog-Meister !!!  

How many key-words and ideas can 
you recall from today’s lesson?

Which had you/your 
partner forgotten?

Check these are on your 
keyword page(s)

5 mins


